The problem of power management of a fuel cell system involving a hydrogen fuel cell with supercapacitors for applications with high instantaneous dynamic power is addressed in this paper. The design of the controller is based on the interconnection and damping assignment -passivity based control. This control strategy is well adapted but requires the load resistance value in real-time. As, in practical applications the load resistance is an unknown physical variable, a load resistance estimation is added in order to manage accurately the power flow and the fuel cell current dynamic. Experimental results are presented demonstrating that this alternative approach is viable.
INTRODUCTION
To comply with environmental norms, development of electric and hybrid vehicles is increasing since 2009. In this context, the development of fuel cell (FC) system based on proton exchange membrane as the main energy source is considered. The combination of hydrogen and FC can increase the power and driving range of the vehicles. However, to ensure a good health of the FC, it is necessary that the FC delivers a slowly varying current, no more than 4A/s for a 0.5kW/12.5V FC (Thounthong et al., 2009) , and 10A/s for a 20kW/48V FC (Corbo et al., 2009) as example.
Thus, a FC needs to be associated with other sources which provide the short pulse energy and fill the temporary failure of FC. Nowadays, these auxiliary sources can be either batteries or supercapacitors (SCs). But thermal constraints in automotive applications are severe and the requested braking power is even greater than the accelerating power. Sometimes batteries are not able to support this high power charge and discharge conditions, whereas supercapacitors can withstand high currents and operate even at low temperatures (e.g. -20C). Therefore, for fast car power demands, supercapacitors are probably the best suited components. At that point, the design challenge is to choose power components, to design an adapted architecture and also to define the appropriate associated control strategy (Giulii et al., 2004) . This article presents a permanent power source, transient and unidirectional power (the hydrogen fuel cell) assisted by a reversible impulse energy source (the supercapacitors). In this article, the parallel structure with two converters (see Fig. 1 ) is applied in order to manage the power flow (Tounthong et al., 2005) . This paper is organized into two sections as follows: section two describes a standard power management controller based on a frequency decoupling of the sources. The proposed passivity-based controller and a load charge estimation are detailed in section three; simulation and experimental results are presented in this section demonstrating that this alternative approach presented by simulation in Hilairet and Bethoux, 2011) 
POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
A first control strategy of the two converters structure has been detailed in (Azib et al., 2011) . It relies on the frequency decoupling of the sources according to the power demands. The DC bus capacitor filters the high frequencies (i.e. above the kHz), the SCs associated with its converter provides the medium frequencies (from kHz to Hz) and the FC ensures the low frequencies (less than 1 Hz). This frequency decoupling of the sources naturally induces a power management strategy based on cascaded loops presented in Fig. 2 The frequency decoupling adopted in (Azib et al., 2011) validates the described approach and demonstrates a better efficiency than in the single unattended FC (Azib et al., 2009) . The SCs provide power transient, while the current delivered by the FC is slowly varying in order to ensure its longevity. The gains are tuned to ensure practical closed loop system stability, although this property is not theoretically proved.
Therefore, an alternative solution consists in developing a linear or non-linear controller based on the same specifications but relying on theoritical proofs of stability. In this work, we have designed and experimentally validated a passivity-based controller; it proved to have many theoretical and practical advantages.
PASSIVITY-BASED CONTROLLER

Controller structure
One solution to design the energy flow controller can be based on the full non-linear system (see as example (Becherif, 2006) ). However, such control does not guarantee that the current i fc and i sc are in a suitable bandwith, to protect the sources, the converters and the load.
Therefore, a classic solution consists in designing a cascaded control, as detailed in the previous paragraph. current loop controller to manage the current of the SCs based on a PI controller, and an only outer loop to control both the DC bus voltage and the SCs state of charge.
Hybrid system modeling
Fuel cell modeling
The model used is a static model, where the FC voltage v fc is computed according to the current stack i fc . The FC voltage v fc is represented by a 5 th order polynomial function of the stack current i fc .
FC boost converter
The boost converter represented in the Fig. 4 has the binary input w 1 (t) as control input.
Defining α 1 as the duty cycle of the control variable w 1 (t), this subsystem can be represented by its average model :
SCs buck-boost converter The storage elements connection on the DC bus are made with reversible power static converters, allowing SCs to be loaded or unloaded. In our experimental setup, the SCs have a constant capacity C sc and negligible losses. They are associated with an inductance L sc and an elementary switching cell as shown in Fig. 4 . This cell current is bi-directional. Two types of operation are possible : a buck operating mode corresponding to SCs receiving energy from the DC bus, and a boost operating mode when SCs provide energy to the DC bus. We define α 2 the duty cycle of the binary control variable w 2 (t). The average model of the second sub-system is represented by the two following equations:
DC bus and load model Fig. 4 shows also the model of the DC bus and the load. In our work, the load is modeled by a (R l L l ) circuit, whose resistance value R l varies depending on the power demanded by the load. The average model is:
Complete model To sum up, a 5 th order non-linear state space model describes the complete system "fuel cellsupercapacitors" :
with the state space Fig. 4 . FC boost converter, SCs buck-boost converter, DC bus and load model.
Outer closed loop control
The currents control is provided by two fast inner loops, so we can assume that the currents are equal to their references according to the voltage time scale. Under these conditions, the 5 th order system (4) can be reduced to a 3 th order system, whose state equation is given below : 
Remark 1 : It is important to note that the model (5) is only valid if all its outer closed loop dynamic are slower than the dynamic of the fast actuator, here the PI controler which assign currents i fc and i sc .
PCH model of the outer-loop control
We look for an energy function H(x) so that its minimum is reached at the desired equilibrium pointx (Ortega and Garcia-Canseco, 2004; Batlle et al., 2009 ). Also, a choice of the energy function H is :
In these circumstances, writing the PCH system (5) in terms of the dynamics of the error and the gradient of the closed-loop desired energy function ∇H d is:
with
IDA-PBC controller equation
The following control laws have been proposed Hilairet and Bethoux, 2011) :
so that the closed-loop system is as follows:
The proof of asymptotic stability is deduced from the derivative analysis of H d :
and the invariance principle of the LaSalle theorem with
Moreover, H d is radially unbounded, therefore the closed-loop system (voltages control) is globally asymptotically stable.
Finally, according to the Tikhonov's theorem, we can demonstrate (see Ghanes et al. (2011) ) that the whole system is locally asymptotically stable because the outer closed loop dynamic are slower than the dynamic of the fast actuator, here the PI controller which assign currents i fc and i sc .
The control equation analysis shows that SCs provide the energy due to an error on the DC bus voltage, the error itself is caused by power spikes or a variation of the DC bus voltage reference. The desired current u 1 = i * fc shows that the FC keeps up with the two main objectives :
• the permanent power flow from the FC to the load, • the energy contribution to regulate the SCs voltage.
Simulation results
Equa. (10) shows that the proposed controller requires the knowledge of the load resistance (R l ) for computing of the FC reference current. To explain the implementation design procedure, we first consider an control algorithm without any information about the the load : the FC reference current computation is based on a constant and arbitrary value of the load resistance (R l ). This first case is refered as "case of a unknown load charge". In a second step, the load is considered as an unknown variable and a load resistance estimation scheme is added in order to compute this variable in real-time. This second case is refered as "case of load charge estimation". Fig. 5 represents a scenario where the reference DC bus voltage is set equal to 50V and the load current varies between 0 and 15A. Fig. 5 .a shows that the control ensures perfect control of the DC bus voltage, the SCs respond rapidly to fast current transient to provide most of the power required by the load and to maintain the DC bus voltage at its reference value. This allows the FC to have a smooth response during fast power demand of the load (Fig. 5.e) , what improves his state of health. Then gradually with the FC current increasement, the SCs discharge, characterized by the decrease of its voltage, vanishes to zero (see Fig.  5 .e).
Case of a unknown load charge
The SCs voltage is however not regulated to the reference value equal to 21V, and depends on the load power since the IDA-PBC controller assumes the load resistor as constant (the arbitrary admittance used in the controller equation is equal to 5A/50V = 0.1S). Under these conditions, SCs provide too much energy during the power transition and SCs recharging is uncertain.
To overcome this problem, two solutions have been explored. First, a low integrator action has been added to the command value u 1 = i * fc Tiefensee et al., 2010) . Second, a load resistance estimation eliminates this error . This article deals with this second approach and shows experimental results of its implementation.
Case of load charge estimation
As noticed before, in practical applications the load resistance is obviously unknown. In this paragraph a load estimator is considered as another way to cope with this problem.The admittance (Y k = 1/R lk ) of the load is estimated as follows:
where the tuning parameter K Rl controls the sensibility of the fuel cell current reference and T e is the sample time. Fig. 6 shows the estimator behaviour. The steady state error is null and the dynamic is monitored by the tuning parameters K Rl . In this application, gain K Rl is selected in order to obtain a slow time response of about 6s, so that the FC current reference reacts smoothly. Fig. 7 depicts the global system performances. In this simulation the load resistance estimate is used in the controller. With the former observer parameter set (K Rl =0.5), the FC current variation is less than 4A/s. It indeed respects the FC specifications. This controller architecture also leads to a nearly zero static error of the SCs voltage without adding any integral action. Nevertheless, a low integral action needs to be added in a practical application to compensate for the converter losses.
Experimental results
The IDA-PBC controller has been experimentally validated on a hybrid test bench composed of a 46A/1200W Nexa Ballard fuel cell. The transient auxiliary source consists of two Maxwell SC modules associated in series: each module is achieved with the connection of six individual elements in series [2.7V, 350F] . This SCs device is interconnected to the DC bus using a chopper built with standard MOS modules and a switching frequency of the PWM set to 20kHz.
The hybrid power source is connected to a programmable electronic load (Hcherl & Hackl, model ZS1806) , which has a rated power of 1800W (Imax=150A/Vmax=60V). This load emulates vehicle power consumption, and is directly monitored by the dSPACE DS1103 real-time board. Finally, table 1 summarize the electric characteristics of the electrical system.
The current inner control loops, which generate both duty cycles α 1 and α 2 , have been implemented with digital PI controllers updated at 20kHz. The voltage outer control loops have a sampling time equal to 2KHz. Figs. 6 and 8 show the experimental results of the proposed controller. The reference DC bus voltage is set equal to 50V, and the load current varies between 0 and 15A. Note that the DC bus and SC voltages are well regulated in spite of the very fast dynamics of power demand. Each time the power load varies, SC current is positive (respectively negative) during an increase (respectively decrease) of the power load. In such situation, the SC voltage continuously fluctuates around its constant reference value V * SC set to 21V, as shown in Fig. 8 .b. However, we can note that the SC voltage is not perfectly equal to its reference at steady state. This is due to the FC converter losses.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new Energy Management Strategy to monitor the energy provided by two complementary power sources, namely a hydrogen fuel cell and supercapacitors, has been discussed. This control law based on passivity ensures local asymptotic stability of the whole closedloop system, while reducing the load stress on the stack power transients. In addition, this outer voltage controller has only 2 tuning parameters (α, K Rl )), which makes the implementation on a real-time system easy.
As the controller needs the information on the load resistance, two alternative solutions have been proposed: to add an integral action Tiefensee et al., 2010) or a load resistance estimation . In both cases the FC dynamic can be easily tuned while the SCs state of charge is well regulated in steady state. Simulation and experimental results are consistent, and the controller performances validate the proposal. In a practical application, when the controller is implemented by a computer, the system is placed in a sampleddata context and, as it is well known, passivity properties are usually lost (S. Monaco et al., 2008) . Consequently, passivity based controllers implemented through a zero order holder device (emulation process) loose their validity (Tiefensee et al., 2010) . This problem is often masked by the choice of a very small sampling period and/or very small controller gain value. However, this simplistic solution immediately reflects in unrealistic industrial requirements such as the necessity of expansive computers with remarkable capacity, slower system transient response (resulting in a less performing vehicle) and mainly the need of increasing current amplitudes. Therefore, in order to extend these works Tiefensee et al., 2010; Hilairet and Bethoux, 2011) , a future study could investigate the behaviour of the whole closed-loop system according the sampling-time value and design procedure. 
